VISION, MISSION & VALUES
Here at CPA New Brunswick, our vision is to develop and support the best professional business advisors.
We believe that by enhancing the value of the Canadian CPA designation, we:
• are protecting the public interest
• are attracting and supporting our members, candidates, and students
• are participating in improving the socio-economic condition of New Brunswick
We create trust by:
• acting with integrity
• fostering excellence
• being accountable
• working collaboratively
• being open-minded and nimble
CPA New Brunswick is dedicated to the continuous improvement and building of a high-performing, innovative
organization which creates value for members and other stakeholders.

1,331 members attended 48 virtual CPD sessions for a total of 13,387
credited CPD hours – an increase of 131 hours from the 2019-2020 period.
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2020-2021 CPA NB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
John Clark, CPA, CA | Chair
Pierre S. Doiron, FCPA, FCGA | Vice-Chair
Janice Leahy, CPA, CA | Secretary
Julie Bernard, FCPA, FCGA | Director
Lee V. Mitchell, CPA, CMA, CISA, CRISC | Director
Stephen Lund, CPA, CA | Director
Tim J. Walker, CPA, CA | Director
Sandy Dalton, CPA, CGA | Director
Donna Bovolaneas, FCPA, FCA | Director
André LaPlante | Public Representative
Jason Alcorn | Public Representative

CPA NB STAFF
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA, CFE, EMBA, GradCG | Registrar, President and Chief Executive Officer
Kristen Steeves, CPA, CGA | Senior Manager, Operations
Olamide Lawal, CPA, CGA, CIA | Manager, Regulatory Affairs
Daniel Nawab, CPA, CGA | Coordinator, Regulatory Affairs
Jason Tasse | Manager, Marketing and Digital Communications
Danielle Pieroni | Manager, Business Development and Public Relations
Renée Dupuis-Leon | Manager, Professional Development and Member Events
Louise Godin | Admissions & Compliance Officer
Lynne Pitcher | Executive Assistant
John Thomas | Student Recruitment Advisor, CPA Atlantic School of Business
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BOARD CHAIR AND PRESIDENT & CEO REPORT
Dear Members,
It has been quite a remarkable year for CPA New Brunswick. We have forged ahead in executing our
strategic goals and priorities, and we are both pleased and proud to report on our accomplishments
over the past year as we continue to move forward, expanding our strengths and striving for
excellence.
As you will note in the following pages, we have made great strides toward achieving the priorities
laid out in our three-year strategic plan, while continuing to fulfill our legislated mandate to protect
the public and to provide Chartered Professional Accountants in New Brunswick with a bevy of
valuable services, resources and opportunities for growth and development.
New Brunswickers can feel confident by our organization’s efforts to educate and regulate the
competency and ethical standards of New Brunswick CPAs, which forms the cornerstone of our
work to ensure the protection of the public through these measures.
The 2020 Fall CPD Conference, normally held in person over four consecutive days, was swiftly
shifted to an all-virtual format featuring 34 online sessions attended by over 500 participants,
culminating in a total of 11,695 CPD hours credited to our members toward fulfilling their professional
education requirements.
The second phase of a comprehensive review of our governing By-Laws was also completed during
the 2020-2021 year and served to address the more technical aspects of the rules and regulations
regarding complaints, hearings, professional
standards, and election procedures.
44 practices inspections were carried out during the 2020-2021 cycle, and we commend the efforts
of our public practices in striving to provide quality service to members of the public. The percentage
of inspections requiring no further action, those which submitted an acceptable action plan, or
those which only required mandatory professional development courses has improved slightly from
78% in 2019-20 to 80% in 2020-21.
Our free income tax clinic continued to be extremely successful in its second year in a virtual format, with local CPA
volunteers assisting vulnerable clients from across New Brunswick in preparing their 2020 income tax returns.
We also worked towards creating partnerships with key members of the provincial government and other like-minded
organizations, and also developed relationships with new Affinity partners in a continued effort to offer added value to
our members.
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This year, 64 candidates from the CPA Professional Education Program successfully completed the 2020 Common Final
Examination and were welcomed into the profession, which demonstrates a consistent year over year level of growth,
indicating the CPA profession remains a popular and attractive career choice for students and professionals across the
province; this is a testament to both our recruitment efforts and the shining example set by all New Brunswick CPAs
in their communities and workplaces. We look forward to formally celebrating their accomplishments with all of you in
early 2022!
We were also incredibly proud to honour two new CPA Fellows, Christine Hoyt and Luc Morin, both of whom have greatly
contributed to the betterment of the profession through their accomplishments, both professional and personal.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our staff, the members of our Board and committees, practice inspectors,
volunteers, and you – our members; none of these accomplishments over the past year would have been possible without
your hard work and enormous dedication to our profession.
Particularly in the wake of this global pandemic, the skills and abilities of our forward-thinking CPAs in future-casting and
helping businesses be resilient has never been more important. We are so proud to represent such a broad, innovative, and
diverse group of professionals and are extremely excited to continue moving New Brunswick forward with all of you – as
we like to say: ‘We are small but mighty’!
Sincerely,

John Clark, CPA, CA
Board Chair

Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA, CFE, EMBA, GradGC
President & Chief Executive Officer

The Ethics “Virtual” Roadshow (10 repeated sessions in English & 2
repeated sessions in French) provided 1,436 CPD hours in professional
ethics to 718 members.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS REPORT
CPA New Brunswick is a professional organization representing more than 3,000 active and retired members and 300
future CPAs in New Brunswick.
Each provincial CPA organization is a member of the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada),
which represents more than 220,000 professional accountants across Canada and Bermuda, making it one of the top five
accounting designations in the world.
Under the Chartered Professional Accountants Act, CPA New Brunswick is responsible for regulating the professional
development of its members, and the protection of the public through its ethical standards and discipline process. CPA
New Brunswick is also responsible for the training and certification of CPA candidates.

Figure 1: Membership by Status (2,249 Active, 684 Retired, 111 Non-Resident, 4 Associates)

Governance
CPA New Brunswick is governed by a Board of 11 members including two public representatives.
Six committees of the Board assist with governance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit Committee;
Finance & Risk Committee;
Governance Committee;
Human Resource Committee;
Member Recognition Committee;
Nominating Committee.
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CPA New Brunswick’s regulatory responsibilities are also supported by the Complaints Committee, Hearing Committee,
and Practice Inspection Committee.
A three-year strategic plan, including strategies, tactics, and key performance indicators was jointly developed by both
the Board of Directors and management with implementation beginning in 2019. The President & CEO provides regular
reporting on the success of these initiatives to the Board, explaining the progress towards achieving these end results.
Management Responsibility
Management is responsible for the preparation, presentation, and integrity of CPA New Brunswick’s financial statements,
and for maintaining and enforcing appropriate accounting and financial reporting principles, policies, and record retention
practices. The primary responsibility for CPA New Brunswick’s information systems, risk management and internal controls
is likewise vested with management and overseen by the Board of Directors.
Management fulfills its financial reporting obligations via quarterly reports to the Board, with support from the Finance
& Risk and Audit Committees, including forecasts to year-end, preparation of the annual budget, variance analysis, and
publication of the annual report to both the membership and the public.
The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that management fulfills its responsibilities with regard to financial
reporting and internal controls. The Board carries out this responsibility principally through the Finance & Risk Committee
and the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee meets with auditors, both with and without management present, to
review the activities of each, as well as to review the financial statements and to report to the Board thereon.
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-forprofit organizations
(ASNPO). Management is responsible for maintaining appropriate internal controls to best ensure the preparation of
financial statements which are free from material misstatement.
The information contained within this management discussion and analysis report is intended to bothcomplement and
supplement the audited financial statements. This report is prepared by internal management and is not audited. Where
applicable, the information is consistent with the audited financial statements.

The 2020 Fall Virtual CPD Conference featured 34 online sessions and
was attended by 503 unique members. 158.50 CPD hours were offered,
and 11,695 hours were credited to members.
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2020-21 HIGHLIGHTS
Following is a summary of the more significant events during the past year.
Committee Changes
The Audit and Finance Committee was separated into two committees:
• The Audit Committee’s purpose is to assist the Board in its oversight of all aspects of the external audit.
• The Finance & Risk Committee’s purpose is to review the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies, systems, and
practices relied upon to collect and report financial and stewardship activity and to assist the Board in its oversight
of:
a) the reliability of CPA New Brunswick’s accounting, finance, and internal control systems;
b) the design and integrity of CPA New Brunswick’s internal financial reporting and disclosure processes;
c) the performance of CPA New Brunswick’s management and the safeguarding of its organizational resources and
assets;
d) management processes of enterprise risk identification, assessment, and mitigation, and
e) CPA New Brunswick’s compliance with legal and regulatory requirements.
The benefits which were considered to separate the Audit & Finance Committee into two separate Board committees
are:
• Firstly, by separating the two, it reduces the workload on the Audit & Finance Committee, and
• Secondly, establishing two volunteer committees with fiscal oversight responsibilities doubles the number of Board
members actively engaged in oversight of the organization’s finances.
Global Pandemic
In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared a global pandemic due to the novel coronavirus (COVID-19).
The duration is still unknown at this time and CPA New Brunswick will continue to adapt in accordance with public health
guidelines.
When restrictions were put in place as per public health recommendations, the CPA New Brunswick staff were immediately
able to pivot to a fully-remote working environment.
While the physical offices were closed pending the development of an approved COVID-19 response plan, staff and
management were able to utilize recent hardware and software implementations to continue operating without interruption.
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2020-21 KEY INITIATIVES
In addition to the new initiatives discussed in the Chair and CEO report, other new projects have been undertaken which
align with our five identified strategic pillars:
1 | Regulatory Excellence
The Board of CPA NB committed to undertaking a comprehensive review of its governing By-Laws in 2019. Phase 1
was completed in 2019-2020 which addressed the administrative and operational By-Laws (which were adopted by
the membership at the September 25, 2020 AGM) while Phase II is to be completed in 2020-2021 and address the
more technical aspects of the By-Laws regarding hearing, complaints, standards, election procedure process, and other
regulatory By-Laws (which will be presented at the CPA NB 2021 AGM on June 25, 2021).
CPA NB also revised its Complaints & Discipline process to make it more robust and efficient.
2 | Education and Knowledge Stewardship
This past fiscal year was particularly challenging as we navigated the lasting effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. We
canceled all in-person events and shifted our focus to online learning opportunities in order to provide our members with
the necessary tools needed to meet their continuing professional development requirements.
Given this new reality, we surveyed our members in May of 2020 to determine their updated CPD needs, which made it
clear that there was much concern regarding the challenges the pandemic brought to their work and personal lives, and
the decision was made to refocus our programming to address those issues. All remaining events were successfully shifted
to a virtual format, including a complimentary ethics session, the Annual General Meeting, and the Fall CPD Conference.
3 | Member Relevance
CPA New Brunswick’s Virtual Tax Clinic continues to be held up as a provincial example of success. 240 clients applied for
help through CPA NB’s Virtual Tax Clinic, organized with the help of two Lead Volunteers, eight Clinic Coordinators, and 35
volunteer tax preparers. 22 CPAs also volunteered at 34 community tax clinics across the province this tax season. Some
budget was dedicated to a SurveyMonkey subscription to support this virtual format.
A contact list was generated in the fall of 2020, resulting in 616 members being contacted to solicit participation in our
renewed Affinity program. We also reached out to other CPA provincial bodies for information on their member benefit
programs in order to review best practices. Seven new Affinity partners have been recruited, and we continue to be
approached by new businesses that would be interested in participating.
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4 | Thought Leadership
A Business Development Strategy was delivered to the President & CEO on October 28, 2020. This strategy continues
to be refined as Public Relations was identified as being a high priority. Key audiences have been identified (key
provincial government departments), and the business community (initially through the Chambers of Commerce), and a
communications agency was retained (Brainworks). CPA NB co-wrote an article with Women in Business NB on Financial
Literacy for women entrepreneurs, which appeared in the March Fredericton Chamber of Commerce e-magazine.
Already executed endeavours include a feature in the January edition of Atlantic Business Magazine (“CPA New Brunswick
provides the go-to expertise the whole province needs right now”); a March Auditor General process press release, and
several media appearances by the CEO and members (on AG process, tax, etc.).
5 | Operational Eﬀectiveness
New hardware and software were introduced and implemented to enable staff to continue to serve members by working
remotely, collaboratively, and efficiently during the early stages of the pandemic shutdowns.
Changes were also adopted to electronic file access and storage, eliminating the need for cold storage and fostering a
paperless office environment.
CPA New Brunswick also signed a contract for a new member engagement system, database, and website, which should
be fully implemented and operational by early 2022. This should streamline many current processes and also serve as a
very interactive, engaging, and active member experience.

54,875 users visited the CPA New Brunswick website in 2020-2021, for
a total of 170,141 unique page views.
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2020-21 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The audited financial statements are included in this annual report.
CPA New Brunswick is financially sound, with net assets of $2,856,622. It has sufficient cash and investments to meet its
short to longer term needs and enable the development of strategic plans which will continue to maintain a financially
sustainable organization.
Member fees are billed annually and are due by March 31, which result in higher levels of cash and deferred revenue at that
time. Prior year-end receivables were exceptionally high, as many members paid their annual fees after the initial deadline.
A goodwill extension was provided in order to allow our members some leeway due to the pandemic, which also impacted
payables as CPA New Brunswick collects national fees on CPA Canada’s behalf.
Results from operations over the past year are in excess of revenue over expenditures of $468,108 compared to the
anticipated budget deficit of $92,129. The following factors contributed to this variance:
• Cancellation of two Convocation events;
• The implementation expenses of the new member engagement platform will only occur in the next fiscal period;
• Following public health guidelines, in-person meetings and events were for the most part held virtually this past year, so
the actual expenses were much lower than previously budgeted. Also, we were unable to proceed with some initiatives
which were planned and budgeted for, such as member recognition events and some public relations initiatives.

Figure 2: Revenue by Source
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Annual membership fees are the primary source of revenue for the organization (see Figure 2). Current annual membership
fees are very comparable to the previous year. It appears the current trend is for our total membership number to remain
relatively stable as the number of new members being admitted into the organization are equivalent to the number of
members choosing to retire or resign.
The professional development & events revenue was lower than the previous year, as the Fall CPD Conference pricing
model was much lower due to sessions being held virtually, and with fewer expenses such as travel, lodging, food and
beverage, and audio-visual costs.
Investment activities generated revenue of $185,131 in the current year in comparison with the net deficit from last year,
which occurred due to the year-end of March 31 being 7 days after the lowest point of the market due to the global
pandemic.

Figure 3: Expense by Category

Due to travel limitations during the pandemic, member engagement, national committee fees and governance expenses were
much lower (see Figure 3) than the previous year as in-person events and meetings were limited over the past year.
External affairs and communications expenses were higher than the previous year, as despite the obstacles we did move
forward on some of our key initiatives as outlined above.
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2021-2022 OUTLOOK
CPA New Brunswick will continue its efforts in fostering excellence and the ideals of good business by remaining
transparent, relevant, and adaptable to change.
We will work with our members, local and provincial governments, organizations, and other stakeholders to advocate for
and uphold our profession’s reputation, value, and standards.
Amongst other things, in 2021-2022 CPA New Brunswick will:
• introduce the iMIS Engagement Management System (EMS)™ — fusing database management and web publishing
into a single system — leading to operational efficiencies, revenue growth, and continuous performance improvement.
This will include a brand-new CPA NB website and interactive member experience portal.
• launch an exciting new brand campaign called “Moving Forward” to promote the CPA profession across New Brunswick.
• lead a pilot project to develop a remote proctoring initiative for the CPA Common Final Examination (CFE) with its
Atlantic peers.
• help develop educational partnerships to further enhance the equity of our members and to aid in the recruitment of
new candidates.

In 2021, CPA New Brunswick will be launching iMIS, a purpose-built EMS to
meet the most important challenge facing organizations and non-proﬁts:
Engagement.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2020-2021 CPA NEW BRUNSWICK COMMITTEES
Governance Committee

Practice Inspection Committee

Jason Alcorn, Public Representative | Chair
John Clark, CPA, CA
Lee Mitchell, CPA, CMA
André LaPlante, Public Representative
Janice Leahy, CPA, CA
Pierre Doiron, FCPA, FCGA
Donna Bovolaneas, FCPA, FCA
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA | ex officio

Janice Leahy, CPA, CA | Chair
Blair Northcott, CPA, CA
Lucie Nadeau, CPA, CA
Peter Spacek, CPA, CA
Carol LeBlanc, CPA, CMA
Sean Greene, CPA, CA
Olamide Lawal, CPA, CGA | CPA NB Staff Member
Daniel Nawab, CPA, CGA | CPA NB Staff Member

Human Resource Committee

Hearing Committee

Stephen Lund, CPA, CA | Chair
Julie Bernard, FCPA, FCGA
Lee Mitchell, CPA, CMA
André Laplante, Public Representative
Jason Alcorn, Public Representative
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA | ex officio

Paul-Émile Légère, CPA, CA | Chair

Audit Committee
Julie Bernard, FCPA, FCGA | Chair
Donna Bovolaneas, FCPA, FCA
Sandy Dalton, CPA, CGA
Finance & Risk Committee
Tim J. Walker, CPA, CA | Chair
Sandy Dalton, CPA, CGA
Stephen Lund, CPA, CA
Lee Mitchell, CPA, CMA
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA | ex officio
Complaints Committee

Member Recognition Committee
Pierre Doiron, FCPA, FCGA | Chair
Al Walker, FCPA, CA
Paul Berry, FCPA, FCMA
Darrell Stewart, FCPA, FCGA
Trudy Dryden, FCPA, FCGA
Paul Bérubé, FCPA, CA
Trisha Fournier-Hoyt, FCPA, FCGA
Donna Bovolaneas, FCPA, FCA
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA | ex officio
Nominating Committee
John Clark, CPA, CA | Chair
Christine Hoyt, FCPA, CMA
Terry LeBlanc, FCPA, FCGA
Stacey Stewart, CPA, CMA
Mylène Lapierre, CPA, CA | ex officio

David Ross, FCPA, FCA | Chair
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2020 FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS
The Board of Directors of CPA New Brunswick formally recognizes those members who have rendered exceptional
services to the profession or whose achievements in their careers or in the community have earned them distinction and
brought honour to the profession by the awarding of the title Fellow of CPA New Brunswick (FCPA).
The service and accomplishments of the individual throughout his/her career, not simply his/her career as a CPA, are
taken into account in determining eligibility.
We are proud to announce that Christine Hoyt, FCPA, CMA and Luc Morin, FCPA, CA have been selected to receive
Fellowship, this year.
Please join us in congratulating our newest fellows on this momentous professional achievement!

Christine Hoyt
FCPA, CMA

Luc Morin
FCPA, CA

64 candidates in the CPA Professional Education Program successfully
completed the 2020 Common Final Examination (CFE).
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www.cpanewbrunswick.ca

